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but this is confusing. adding
the x64 bit support in

properties doesn't change
anything about the

litetouch.wsf file that i
navigate to to initiate the

sysprep and capture, except
to add the task sequence

that i added. in other words,
whereas for deployments
you have to boot to either

the 64 bit or 32 bit litetouch
wim to deploy those
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respective oss, for captures
there is only the

litetouch.wsf file. this third-
party website lists out the

windows 7 iso file download
for those with a valid

product key but not serviced
by microsofts official page
above. visit the link below,

choose the type as windows
(final), version as windows 7
sp1 (build 7601), edition as

per your needs (home
premium, professional,

ultimate), language, and
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finally, the x64 or x32 iso
file. initially, microsoft didnt
bother to provide the ability
to download windows 7 os in

any format unless you
purchased a retail version

license online. in such
cases, microsoft facilitated

digital versions through
digital river, the official
distribution partner for

windows 7. sadly, microsoft
removed those links in

2014. this project was born
out of the desire to provide
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a lean, full featured version
of linux lite 6.0. this release

is based on the linux lite
codebase. this is a version

that was tailored to the user
base of windows 7. we kept

this release as lean as
possible by reducing the
install size and carefully

selecting the applications. a
fresh, clean, fresh install of
linux lite is something we

always encourage our users
to try. if you do, youll

discover a new and exciting
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operating system that will
change your life.
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